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Executive Summary
Today’s supply chains continue to grow in complexity

order to optimize the supply chain ecosystem, a heightened

across several facets. An increasing number of retailers and

level of collaboration and information sharing is required

distributors are sourcing goods from outside the country,

with all participants in the supply chain – suppliers, freight

which lengthens lead times and increases the variability

forwarders, brokers, hubs, carriers, distribution centers

of deliveries. While providing significant cost advantages,

and customers.

often these suppliers lack the ability to communicate
detailed order status information easily. Similarly, logistics
service providers often are unable to convey detailed, accurate, and timely order status as goods move in and out
of their hubs. And finally, carriers used to transport goods
sometimes struggle to convey real time shipment status to
their intended delivery destinations.

Extended Enterprise Management provides the
overarching visibility and event management
capabilities required to align all trading partners
up and down the supply chain.
Manhattan Associates offers Extended Enterprise Manage-

This uncertainty translates directly into excess inventory,

ment, a X-Suite solution or cross-suite combination, which

labor and transportation costs as businesses seek to

connects you with trading partners to communicate ef-

protect themselves from the risks created by their trading

ficiently and ensure goods move smoothly to your custom-

partners throughout the supply chain. Likewise, due to

ers at minimum cost. Extended Enterprise Management

their inability to gain visibility into the current status of

provides the overarching visibility and event management

inventory, orders and shipments, many businesses lose

capabilities required to align all trading partners up and

critical revenue opportunities, which impacts long term

down the supply chain, while ensuring you have the ability

shareholder value and brand equity.

to execute the movement of goods in an optimal manner.

In an effort to combat these challenges, many industry
leaders are now looking for solutions that help them better
manage these types of supply chain risks. Ultimately, their
goal is to leverage better technology and business pro-

This closed loop approach to managing the supply chain
ecosystem helps to integrate and align the holistic supply
chain while completing the execution cycle, all within a
single solution.

cesses to optimize their holistic supply chain ecosystem. In
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Extended Enterprise Management Overview
Manhattan Associates’ Extended Enterprise Management

A summary of each of the integrated platform applications

(EEM) suite of solutions provides extended execution, event

and components of Extended Enterprise Management is

management, and visibility capabilities across a company’s

below.

global supply chain. EEM integrates with existing ERP and
legacy applications to communicate with trading partners
efficiently and ensure goods move smoothly through your
supply chain at minimum cost. EEM’s extended execution
components such as Supplier Enablement and Hub Man-

Supplier Enablement: Extend powerful supply chain
capabilities to your suppliers to manage order fulfillment and automate communications all via a centralized browser-based solution.

agement are designed to help provide tactical execution

Hub Management: Enable hubs and 3PL providers

solutions to address the needs of specific trading partner

to provide instant visibility of orders, shipments, and

types. For example, Supplier Enablement provides facto-

inventory. Streamline transport and inventory by man-

ries the ability to create case or pallet labels and electronic

aging partner-to-partner shipping and enable hubs to

ASNs via a web portal, greatly improving inventory accu-

complete direct fulfillment.

racy and receiving productivity. The Supply Chain Visibility

Logistics Gateway: Acknowledge order ready-to-ship

and Supply Chain Event Management applications provide

to initiate transportation optimization and share criti-

a single, consistent view of your entire global supply chain

cal data in real-time to keep all your transportation

allowing key resources to monitor progress and to receive

partners working together to eliminate empty miles

proactive alerts for issues before they create problems.

and wasted fuel by filling every truck.

These applications can provide rapid business improvement
as well as provide a continuous improvement platform to
enable supply chain transformation with powerful results
and strategic corporate benefits.

Store/Customer Gateway: Let customers and stores
track and receive their orders and shipments via one
centralized portal and provide receipt of delivery and
inventory on-hand.
	Supply Chain Visibility: See a single, consistent,
real-time view of your entire global supply chain for
greater inventory control, to promote optimal fulfillment channels, and to reduce cycle time variability to
lower safety stock levels.
Supply Chain Event Management: Track and monitor
supply chain events in real time and respond immediately based on alerts to critical exception events, which
may threaten your ability to meet customer demand.
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extended enterprise management:
creating extensibility by
enabling trading partners
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Extended Enterprise Management: Managing Product from Source-to-Consumption

Extended Execution
Supplier Enablement

purchase a new system and the infrastructure to support it.)

In today’s manufacturing environment, supplier networks

Supplier Enablement extends execution capabilities to

can be extremely complex. A company must have the flex-

suppliers and factories. There are five primary areas of

ibility to work with:

focus for Supplier Enablement: Requisition Management,

• Domestic and foreign suppliers (language barriers,
		 currency issues, time zones)
•	Varying levels of technology (fully automated systems,
paper-based processes, high-speed Internet, dial up,
EDI and fax)
• Multiple tiers of manufacturing.
EEM is designed to integrate with these varied suppliers
through EDI, XML, Flat file, and other formats that leverage
existing processes and technologies. EEM also allows for
‘system-to-user’ integration, which provides internet browser
screens to facilitate integration where no system exists. The
reason for having such a flexible system is so that you can
work with various global trading partners without forcing
them to make significant technology investments and busi-

PO Management, Inspections, Fulfillment & Shipping, and
Chargebacks.
1. Requisition Management
Prior to Purchase Order creation, some companies utilize a
requisition or commit process. Requisitions have a separate set of user transactions and role based permissions.
Companies can negotiate order quantities, dates, and more
online. Once details of the requisition are agreed upon
between the supplier and the buyer, the requisition can be
used to create a purchase order(s). Typically the purchase
order is created in an ERP or purchase order management
system. The requisition process is also monitored by that
system, and notifications are generated if any exceptions in
the process are detected.

ness process changes (e.g., do not ask a manual factory to
Extended Execution
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Benefits of requisition management include:
• Improved communication and documentation of 		
		 negotiations with suppliers
•	Reduce COGS from economies of scale by identifying consolidation opportunities of purchase orders to
reduce item cost basis

• Manufacturer/supplier-based visibility of “pre”-		
		purchase orders for more efficient planning to meet
future demand
• Reduced errors by monitoring the requisition process.

Requisition Listing

2. Purchase Order Management
In many organizations, particularly those with offshore
manufacturing and an international supplier base, the
process of managing the lifecycle of a purchase order (PO) is

both electronic and browser-based updates are made. With
the supplier always manufacturing against the current PO,
the margin for error is greatly reduced and the PO negotiation effort is simplified.

manual. Although created electronically on an ERP or order

Beyond error reduction and simplified PO negotiation pro-

management system, POs tend to be phoned, faxed, and

cess, benefits of PO management also include:

emailed to suppliers. Acceptances, updates, and cancellations are similarly manual. For many grocers, retailers, and
other companies that generate thousands of POs per year,

•	Increased upstream visibility into the manufacturing
process, resulting in:
			

o More predictable cycle-time

nity for error is significant. Factor in language barriers, and

			

o Lower safety stock levels

the need for electronic integration is even more critical.

			

o Lower stock-outs

PO management within EEM is the systematic management

			

o Enabling available–to-promise capabilities

of executing the purchasing process. As POs are issued,

• Reduced clerical workload through the automation of
		 data exchange and entry

excluding multiple iterations of a single order, the opportu-

they are downloaded into EEM. EEM routes the order to
the appropriate supplier (and service providers, if required),
to either acknowledge an order electronically with their

•	Reduced transportation costs, based on more accurate
inventory information and fewer unplanned modal
changes

own systems, or accept/update the order online via EEM.

• Increased accuracy in planning of inventory levels

providing email notification as necessary. Suppliers are able

As changes are made, either by the buyer or manufacturer,

• Increased supplier accountability.

Extended Execution
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Purchase Order List

Purchase Order Details

3. Inspections / Quality Assurance
As greater PO management capabilities increase order
accuracy, Inspection (or Quality Assurance) features
provide users the confidence to implement lower safety
stock levels and acknowledge available-to-promise dates.
EEM users can request new inspections for quality checks
via the Inspection function. By creating new inspection
tasks in EEM, orders and/or cases can be flagged via a
“sample” group and inspected for case and unit quantity

Benefits of Inspections include:
• Increased order accuracy
• Trading partner accountability
• Reduced manual order reconciliation work
• Early visibility to downstream order delivery 		
		 inconsistencies
• Reduced returns transportation spend.

defects for a respective order. Companies are able to
view inspection results and have tangible information on
the status and accuracy of their order.

Extended Execution
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Inspections for a purchase order

4. Fulfillment and Shipping
In many warehousing environments, the availability of caseand pallet-level ASNs are limited. The benefits of ASNs and
standardized labels are many, including:
• One scan receipts for faster receiving
• Automated receiving enabled (via conveyor)
• Cross docking
• Flow-through distribution
• Direct ship programs
• Error reduction
• Improved quality
• Inventory accuracy
• Inventory accountability.
Unfortunately, many suppliers are either unable to provide
such information and labels, employ a costly 3rd party, or do
so in a manual, mistake-prone process.
EEM Supplier Enablement provides ASN-generation capabilities to trading partners. Upon accepting the purchase
order, a variety of packing functions, configurable by the
host, are available to the supplier to create electronic ASNs
and/or shipping labels. These functions can be as ‘loose’ as

identifying the SKUs and quantities in a packing container,
using standard casepack for minimal UI interaction packing,
or as strict as requiring each unit’s bar code to be scanned.
The net result of this process is a very granular level of data
including the following:
• Purchase Order
• Shipment
• LPN (case or pallet)
• SKU
• Quantity
• SKU attributes (e.g., country of origin, lot, 		
		 expiration date.)
• Bill of Lading (BOL).
This data is subsequently uploaded to the warehouse management system and merchandising/planning systems to
achieve the benefits described above.
Lastly, EEM provides the supplier the ability to print accurate, standard shipping documents, such as manifests, pack
lists, and bills of lading. These documents are generated
using the data captured during fulfillment and therefore, the
process is accurate and automated.

Extended Execution
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Shipment details, including ASN and BOL numbers

Case and Pallet level LPNs for a shipment

Packing List Example

Extended Execution
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5. Chargebacks
It is common for companies unknowingly to ignore inefficiencies in their supply chain at the point of receipt, which can
cost them thousands of dollars. Many companies continually receive inaccurate or untimely shipments such as late
shipments received, order underfilled, or order overfilled.

The charges can be created, edited, and cancelled, and
configured for visibility and acceptance of the supplier.
Charge change history can be viewed in the system, and
events and notifications are generated for the major
processing milestones.
The benefits of chargebacks include:

While there are many key performance indicators (KPI’s)

• Increased order accuracy

to measure supplier compliance, many companies do not

• Increased order fill rates

have the construct to chargeback costs to the supplier for

• Increased on-time deliveries

poor service and execution. EEM provides the ability to
create and manage chargebacks to suppliers. This feature
is used to create claims for events such as damaged products, non-compliance, demurrage, and more. Chargebacks
are associated with PO shipments and are either system or

• Increased shipment accuracy
• Increased supplier accountability
• Reduced supply chain “operating” costs
• Demurrage cost reallocation to trading partner.

manually generated.

Chargebacks for a purchase order

Hub Management

As a result, there is:

With increased outsourcing of both manufacturing and

• Lack of visibility to receipts and shipments at hubs

distribution both domestically and globally, hubs play a

• Inability to create ASNs of shipments leaving the hubs

more integral role in supply chains than ever before. Hubs

• Limited ability to print shipping labels, documentation

frequently support consolidation in transporting multiple
small shipments from suppliers. They also help support
the outbound distribution process to customers or stores.
Companies are increasingly searching for transportation
providers to offer more value added services at these
hubs, or even bypass warehouses altogether, and ship di-

• Inability to re-direct partial or full order direct to 		
		 customer
• No capability to substitute cases via a PO split for more
		 dynamic order fulfillment
• No integration to back-end systems of customers.

rectly to customers via these hubs. Unfortunately, many of

Regardless of the degree of automation at suppliers and

these facilities are small and historically have not been able

warehouses, the lack of these capabilities at hubs and

to justify the investment in automation and systems.

service providers will continue to limit the efficiencies of the
overall supply chain.

Hub Management
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ASN’s

SUPPLIER

ASN’s

HUB

ASN’s

WAREHOUSE

EEM Hub Management solves these problems by extending execution capabilities to hubs. Through the simple use
of a PC, an Internet connection, and a scanner, hubs can
automate such processes as receiving, cross docking, and
load building,to help address the problems stated above.
Additionally, Hub Management can support direct ship
processes, allowing companies to consolidate shipments at
a hub and ship directly to stores and customers, bypassing
warehouses altogether. Through integration with backend
systems, Logistics Hub Management not only facilitates the
execution of this process, but also provides sophisticated

ASN’s

HUB

CUSTOMERS/
STORES

Benefits of Logistics Hub Management include:
•	More accurate receiving processes through standardized labels and shipping documentation
•	Reduced inventory levels and order cycle time through
inventory visibility
•	Reduced transportation costs and improved customer
service through drop shipment programs
•	Reduced transportation costs, inventory carrying costs,
labor costs, and time-to-customer/store by direct-tostore (DSD) shipments from Hub.

functionality not often found.

Store/Customer Gateway
The final node in the supply chain for most companies is the
end customer -- business partners, corporate-owned stores,
consumers, and often times all three. This is the part of the
supply chain that directly affects customer service, changes
the customer experience, and affects future sales. There are
three main areas of Extended Enterprise Management that
relates to Store/Customer Gateway:
o	Order/Inventory Visibility
		In today’s business environment, real-time visibility is not

what other products might be available. Comprehensive
rules are available to govern visibility into data that might
be outside the normal inventory levels. For instance, if
inventory falls below a certain tolerance, this can be
hidden from customers in order to maintain confidence
that shipping requirements can be met.
		As with suppliers, each customer has a varying degree
of sophistication. For the smaller customer, browser
access will be a welcome addition. For the larger
customer with hundreds or thousands of suppliers, a
browser-based solution would be an inconvenience,

only crucial to an enterprise, but to its customers as well.

as the need to access hundreds of different Web sites,

Historically, providing customer order status informa-

each with its own user ID and password, becomes a

tion has been the job of customer service departments.

costly burden. For these customers, EEM can provide

Through EEM Store/Customer Gateway, this process can

real-time order status updates via XML or other formats,

be fully automated, creating ‘self service’ applications for

to be integrated into the customer systems for a unified

customers. EEM provides a Web-based order inquiry

view of data across their suppliers.

with complete company-based security, only granting
customers visibilityto the status of their orders. What

Benefits of these types of applications include:

makes this inquiry different from others is that it fully

• Reduced need for customer service departments

and seamlessly integrates into the WMS, ERP, and other

•	Improved customer service departments by offering
CSRs a single source for data across multiple, disparate
systems

OMS systems, providing a granular level of information,
down to the case, SKU, and attribute level (e.g., country
of origin and expiration date). Furthermore, customers
can view current inventory information to help query

• 24/7 access to real-time data

Store/Customer Gateway
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Inventory view for a specific Item

o Web-Based Order Entry
		For many companies, EDI has become the method of

o Receipt Confirmation
		The final step in the order cycle is receiving. For most

choice for placing and accepting orders. EDI brings

companies, once the product leaves the warehouse,

along the many cost savings associated with automat-

the cycle is considered complete. However, this is a

ing a process. It also highlights the higher costs of

fallacy that can result in lower customer satisfaction and

taking orders from those customers who are unable

inaccurate company metrics. EEM provides customers

to place orders via EDI. Typically, these are smaller

and stores the ability to confirm receipts using the same

companies who depend on manual processes such as

portal provided for order visibility and order entry. At

phone, fax, and email. Many companies are starting

the time of receipt, customers can indicate the exact

to conclude that these types of customers do not carry

product received and provide feedback to the supplier

the same profitability as larger customers and are plac-

as to the quality, timeliness, and service level provided.

ing an ultimatum -- start providing EDI orders or find

While a seemingly simple action, receipt confirmation

another vendor.

by the customer is critical for obtaining true end-to-end

		EEM Store/Customer Gateway presents an alternative

visibility in one’s supply chain. Benefits include:

path. Through the same portal that provides order

• Relevant, timely customer feedback

visibility, customers are able to place orders. These

• More accurate metrics on such key processes

orders are then processed by EEM and passed directly
to back-end systems (e.g., ERP, OMS or even WMS.)

• Order cycle time

To these systems, orders appear no different than ones

• On-time percentage

processed using EDI. The benefits of Web-based order

• Order fill rate

entry include:
• Higher profit margins through automation
• Improved customer experience and service
• Lower customer service costs

• Precise invoicing, based on customer receipts rather
		 than shipments
• Accurate revenue recognition
• Improved carrier rating (was the carrier service 		
		 level met?)

• Increased order intake via additional order entry points.

Store/Customer Gateway
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Putting It All Together
Each of these individual components can provide significant
value to companies. Tactical solutions such as Logistics
Gateway can provide strategic value through deferred
capital expenditure. Supplier Enablement can increase
inventory accuracy and create dramatic financial improvements. The maximum benefit of EEM, however, can be

together, along with functionally robust warehousing and
transportation solutions to create true end-to-end execution
capabilities from supplier to customer. This combination
of solutions is unique to Manhattan Associates because of
its broad and deep functionality. Companies are now able
to reinvent their supply chain and provide a single face for
execution across all nodes in the network.

attained only when combining the various components

Supply Chain Visibility
With Extended Enterprise Management solutions deployed
to provide integration with suppliers, hubs, carriers, and
customers of all capabilities, companies have unparalleled
visibility into their entire network. From orders to shipments

to inventory, the most granular level of data is available,
down to the country of origin of product in an individual
case, on a particular trailer, in transit from Long Beach to
Memphis. In every industry, this level of real-time visibility is
vital for achieving supply chain efficiencies.

Supply Chain Visibility Inventories

As the length of supply chains continue to increase, so does

Best in class companies find a way to reduce this lead-time

the need for visibility into the supply chain. In the example

variability through visibility into their supply chains, giving in-

below, goods being sourced in Asia and shipped via ocean

ventory planners more certainty when planning their orders.

have more lead time variability, leaving you with 3 options:

On-line maps are pre-integrated to provide an intuitive view

• Carry more inventory
• Continue to ship product via Air

of global locations along with associated order, inventory,
and shipment details by location.

• Put customer service level at risk

Supply Chain Visibility
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Lead Time Variability Often = More Inventory

High-Tech

Benefits include:

• Lower inventory levels

Retail/Grocery

• Faster time–to-market for new products

• Improved in-stock position

• Effectively outsource logistics to third parties through
		 trading partner management

• Lower inventory levels
• Increased inventory turns

• Reduced order cycle time

• Decreased order cycle times

• Improved responsiveness to events

• Improved on-time delivery

• Reduced cost of goods sold through drop shipping

• Reduced expedited costs

• Improved customer service levels and management of
		 service parts

• Increased warehouse productivity
• Improved responsiveness to events
• Reduced inventory loss due to expiration of goods
• Better trading partner management through
		 scorecards

		

Consumer Goods
• Lower inventory levels
• Increased inventory turns
• Improved customer service
• Improved CSR productivity
• Increased warehouse productivity
• Better trading partner management through
		 scorecards

		

• Improved responsiveness to events

Supply Chain Visibility
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EEM provides a holisitic view of raw materials and finished

Order Management (DOM) enables you to satisfy demand

goods inventory across the supply chain, including all the

using the full supply pipeline by diverting in-flight inventory

way back to your suppliers’ on-hand. As mentioned above,

to where it’s needed most: directly to customers, directly to

even items that are in-transit are visible with EEM, and

stores, or to the appropriate distribution center based on

can be dynamically allocated or routed based on chang-

real-time inventory positions.

ing demand locations. Manhattan Associates’ Distributed

Supply Chain Event Management
The ability to identify and respond to events can only be
achieved by having real-time, accurate data. With Extended
Enterprise Management, companies can leverage Manhattan Associates’ event management capabilities. Improve
your inventory control, cycle time variability, inventory turns,
warehouse productivity, customer satisfaction, and overall

•	Account managers being notified if their key accounts
have been receiving exceptional service (either good
or bad)
•	Warehouse supervisors being alerted if waves are running behind schedule or if replenishment issues arise
•	Traffic managers being made aware of transportation
issues, trends, etc.

efficiency by alerting key personnel of exception events so

Supply Chain Event management provides sophisticated

they can adjust their plans, promotions, and labor sched-

tools such as schedules/milestones, escalation, notification

ules. Examples include:

delays, and address calendars, to manage these events.

•	Buyers receiving alerts if their orders are running late or
will be short

EEM’s exception-based approach ensures that the resources
addressing supply chain issues can focus on resolving the
problems, rather than having to find them.

Event Management Notifications

Supply Chain Event Management
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Analysis
Ultimately, much of the data generated by these systems
is stored in a massive datamart for detailed analysis. Using
the capabilities of a cutting-edge business intelligence
system, key performance indicators (KPIs) and predefined
views are tailored by role to provide key users the historical trend analysis tools needed to manage the business.
Examples include:

•	Vendor performance scorecards (on time percentage,
volume, seasonality, etc.)
•	Shipping scorecards (weight, volume, dollars by carrier,
service, date, etc.)
•	Inventory metrics (percentage by country of origin,
average on hand, etc.)
•	Customer service metrics (order fill rate, cycle time, on
time percentage, etc.)

Key Performance Indicators

Conclusion
Whether you need to increase collaboration, provide
proactive management around unplanned supply chain

With Extended Enterprise Management, you can:
•	Manage global collaborative commerce with one centralized solution.

disruptions, or facilitate the movement of goods, Extended

•	Increase on-time delivery rate by 10-20%.

Enterprise Management can provide a quick return for

•	Reduce warehouse receiving time by 20% to 40%.

your organization. By collaborating more effectively
with partners anywhere in the world, you can ensure that
goods flow dynamically through the optimal channels to

•	Increase order fill rate by 5% to 15%.
•	Remove 3-5 days of inventory from your supply chain.

your customers. Extended Enterprise Management gives

•	Decrease cycle-time variability by 2-4 days.

users throughout the extended enterprise – suppliers, hubs,

•	Lower inventory safety stock levels 5-15%.

carriers and customers – the ability to share information

•	Reduce overall inventory carrying, transportation and
labor costs.

within a single platform.

Conclusion
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Manhattan Associates® continues to deliver on its 19year heritage of providing global supply chain excellence
to more than 1,200 customers worldwide that consider
supply chain optimization core to their strategic market
leadership. The company’s supply chain innovations include:
Manhattan SCOPE®, a portfolio of software solutions
and technology that leverages a Supply Chain Process
Platform to help organizations optimize their supply chains
from planning through execution; Manhattan ILS™, a
portfolio of distribution management and transportation
management solutions built on Microsoft® .NET technology;
and Manhattan Carrier™, a suite of supply chain solutions
specifically addressing the needs of the motor carrier
industry. For more information, please visit www.manh.com.
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